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STEPS
A Daily Journey to a Better Life
How Anyone Can Use the World’s Most Famous
(and Misunderstood) Life Improvement Program

I. The Content
A. Premise
The world’s most famous and effective recovery program, the Twelve Steps, has been
used successfully for decades by millions of people. But those steps are a misunderstood
mystery that only people involved with addiction truly understand. Unknown to most
others, the Twelve Steps provide the best tool ever invented for living in a satisfying and
effective manner. This book simplifies this program for use beyond the realm of recovery.
It provides proven techniques and clear examples anyone can use as flexible how-to
guidance for common, everyday situations. Step by step, we are guided along our life
journey to discover a new way of living marked by greater peace, joy, and purpose.

B. Value Proposition
There are benefits you will receive by following the STEPS process outlined in this book:
Achieve greater peace, joy, and purpose.
Proven wisdom and principles for effective living are summarized in clear guidance for
day-to-day action. With a commitment to the STEPS, you will achieve results:
 Living more effectively with a focus on what’s important.
 Finding greater peace and happiness with less worry.
 Experiencing better relationships and less guilt from past mistakes.
 Becoming more productive and feeling good about your daily progress.
 Developing a more positive outlook and a stronger sense of purpose.
 Acquiring an enhanced understanding of God’s direction for your life.
Apply the world’s most famous life improvement program.
The Twelve Steps have been used successfully for decades by millions of people. Little
known to most others, these same principles apply to challenges all of us face every day.
 There are over 200 different types of Twelve Step organizations.
 Worldwide, tens of thousands of Twelve Step groups meet each week. Each of the
millions of people in these groups believes in the life-changing value of this approach.
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When asked if the Twelve Steps provide benefits for everyday living outside of
recovery, virtually every one of those people would give a resounding, “Yes!”
You can learn how to use these principles in your life through proven techniques,
clear examples, and personal stories that apply to challenges you face on a daily basis.

Improve your life with practical how-to guidance.
Thousands of books have been written about self improvement, spiritual growth, and
recovery. The STEPS process contains many of the best ideas from each of those areas.
 Most other books on recovery and spiritual growth concentrate on theory, theology,
or psychology rather than providing simple instruction for what to do on a daily basis.
 This process simplifies important concepts for clear understanding and daily
application. It is specifically designed to help anyone begin improving their life today.
 The book includes techniques to help you make improvements in the areas of money,
work, marriage and kids, dealing with tough times, and other aspects of daily living.
 You can use this book for decades as a how-to manual for daily living. These timeless
principles are captured in a flexible, easy-to-understand manner. Any of the chapters,
sections, techniques, or examples can be applied again and again as ongoing reference.
This approach is different from anything you have seen before. It is a powerful, yet easy
to understand, process to improve your life one step at a time.

C. Overview
This book presents five steps to improve your life one day at a time. These steps provide
practical guidance to help you bring more peace, joy, and purpose into your life.
The foundation is the Twelve Steps, the world’s most famous recovery program, which
has been used successfully for decades by millions of people. All of those people know a
secret the rest of the world does not understand: these steps provide the best tool ever
invented for living each day in a healthy, satisfying, and effective manner.
This book simplifies concepts from the Twelve Steps into an easy-to-understand process
called the STEPS. The five STEPS of Surrender, Transformation, Empathy, Progress, and
Service provide clear, down-to-earth techniques and examples for effective living.
Together, they lead us along a daily journey of personal growth and discovery.
Life is full of challenges and distractions, and all of us have problems and issues to
overcome. Many books address various aspects of self improvement, spiritual growth,
and recovery. But, STEPS contains the best ideas from all those areas, and it simplifies
those concepts for clear understanding and application. This is the only book of its kind.
Practical application of these principles is demonstrated in seven chapters:
 Finding peace and purpose day to day.
 Establishing an effective life plan.
 Managing money wisely.
 Navigating marriage and parenting.
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Achieving success and satisfaction at work.
Dealing with tough times and recovery.
Charting a personal path for spiritual growth.

No matter what your situation is now, you can start making progress immediately. You
will see positive results soon as your life is improved one day at a time.

D. The STEPS Process
The life improvement process described in this book begins with a set of guiding
principles. It is made up of five steps which are simple to understand, yet profound:

Life is a journey. Seek the right direction using God as your guide. Make
wise choices and take the next right step.
Surrender
Surrender your will to God and make choices based on faith and courage.

Transformation
Humbly admit your mistakes and make positive changes in your life.

Empathy
Seek forgiveness and invest in good relationships.

Progress
Spend time every day in prayer and meditation.

Service
Serve as an example and add value to the lives of others.

E. Book Structure
The book opens with an Introduction which provides a behind-the-scenes view on what
the book is about and how it came to be written. The birth of the STEPS process from the
original Twelve Steps is described. The reader is introduced to the traumatic challenges
faced by the author and his family over a period of several years.
Many such personal, engaging stories continue in later chapters. They show how this
family’s journey brings to life many of the key ideas in the book.
The rest of the book is organized into four sections:
I. What Is This Book and Why Should You Read It?
This section provides an overview of the book, a description of the STEPS process, and a
summary of the positive results one can obtain by following these principles.
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II. A Daily Journey: Five STEPS to a Better Life
This section outlines the five STEPS as an easy-to-understand process for adding peace,
joy, and purpose to our lives. For each one, we discuss what needs to change to improve
our lives and share clear guidance for how to take positive steps forward day by day.
III. Applying the STEPS in Real Life Situations
This section outlines how the STEPS can be applied in seven scenarios most of us face in
life related to work, family, managing money, dealing with tough times, and other areas.
IV. The Rest of the Story
This book applies to anyone at any point on their spiritual journey. This section portrays
personal stories from the author’s search for the meaning of life and the truth about God
and the answers he found in the Christian faith. Wrapping up the book, key principles are
summarized with a plan for putting the STEPS into use.

F. Manuscript Status
Fifteen years of experience led to the inspiration and ideas for the book. Hundreds of
hours of research were conducted prior to the start of writing, which took several years.
Manuscript length - Approximately 99,000 words.
Manuscript status – Completed, including professional copy editing and publishing.
Special Features
 The approach condenses the Twelve Steps to an easy-to-understand five-step process.
 The STEPS integrate the world’s best self improvement, spiritual, and recovery ideas.
 How-to content is clearly outlined with useful techniques anyone can use.
 Numerous examples help readers see how to apply the process in their life.
 Personal anecdotes and real-life experiences highlight key points about the material.
 Every chapter uses true, descriptive stories as examples of successes and mistakes.
 Chapters on seven scenarios show how to use the STEPS in common situations.
 Five fictional stories are featured to embody key themes for each of the STEPS.
 Section headings and highlighted phrases summarize key points for easy reference.
 The book is designed to be used for decades as a how-to manual for daily living.
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II. The Market
A. Highlights
There are tens of millions of potential readers in the United States and around the world
who will have significant interest in this book. Many of the people who are currently
involved in the areas of recovery or spiritual growth will be strongly attracted to the
material. Those in recovery already overwhelmingly support the premise that the Twelve
Steps are useful in day-to-day living. Some recovery-oriented and spiritual readers will
become passionate supporters who will recommend and even give this book to others. In
addition, those interested in self improvement will be attracted to the material as well.
The sales opportunities of this book and follow-on products are very significant. A longterm marketing plan to reach the market, build the STEPS brand, establish a powerful
platform, and deliver additional products can be successful. The author is not only an
expert on the subject matter, but is one who has lived it in his own life and through his
family and acquaintances. In addition, the author is a marketing and sales professional
who has the skills, experience, and commitment to implement a powerful multi-year
marketing program. This effort will build a platform that could, over time, touch
hundreds of thousands of potential readers due to the widespread interest in the premise
and content of the book, which will be both timeless and universal in its appeal.

B. Key Market Segments
Although the ultimate audience for the book will be large and widespread, three
overlapping groups will be targeted for primary consideration. In order to build a
groundswell of interest, initial marketing should focus on people in these areas:


Recovery: People who are in recovery themselves, close to someone in recovery, or
associated with the world of addiction in some manner. Even though this book is not
designed nor branded as primarily a recovery book, this group will have strong
interest in these principles and concepts. They already appreciate the Twelve Steps
and understand the value that approach provides in other areas of their lives.
o Nearly 17.6 million adults in the United States are alcoholics or have alcohol
problems. (NIH: National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism)
o An estimated 12.8 million Americans use illegal drugs on a current basis.
(“1997 National Drug Control Strategy” report to Congress)
o The number of people who have a family member, friend, or acquaintance
dealing with recovery is several times higher than those numbers.



Spiritual growth: Anyone involved in spiritual matters, whether active in a church or
not, with an initial focus on those interested in the Christian faith.
o The $7.5 billion U.S. religious publishing market has experienced remarkable
growth over a number of years. (PackagedFacts.com; April 1, 2006)
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o The membership (not regular attendance) of churches in the U.S. is over 150
million, and there are over 350,000 church congregations. (2010 U.S.
Religious Census: Religious Congregations & Membership Study)


Self improvement: Those who are actively seeking self improvement guidance for
living an effective and efficient lifestyle. This could include people with interest in
areas of psychology, personal motivation, and business.
o Americans spent $11 billion in 2008 on self improvement books, CDs,
seminars, coaching, and stress-management programs, according to
Marketdata Enterprises. (Forbes.com; January 15, 2009)

Beyond these primary groups, the target audience has a wide range:
 Male and female adults in their twenties and older.
 People with a wide range of spiritual orientation, ranging from “questioning” to those
committed to Christianity or other religions.

C. Motivations of the Market Segments
This book will strongly appeal to the interests of people in any of the individual target
groups of recovery, spiritual growth, and self improvement. There are attractive
marketing aspects of individuals and groups associated with these areas:
 These groups are large. These areas represent many tens of millions of people in the
United States. In addition, interest in this book could easily spread to other countries
through the world-wide nature of the recovery and spiritual communities.
 They are highly motivated. Because of the personal and transformational nature of
these areas, the level of interest of these groups is high and, at times, even passionate.
They are more likely to acquire books due to a deep desire to learn and grow.
 News of good books moves rapidly. Word of mouth occurs naturally with people in
these areas. The recovery and spiritual groups often actively engage in spreading the
word about a new book and see it as a personal mission and a service to others.
 The groups are often organized. There are many natural affinity groups in these
areas which could be reached through a variety of marketing techniques.
The primary market segments are highly motivated and will be discussed individually:
Recovery
The motivations of those in recovery can be very deep. Often, the stakes involved may
include the person’s health (mental and physical), their relationships, the ability to
support themselves, and their overall well-being. In some instances, these situations even
become a struggle for survival, e.g. “I can’t go on this way.”
Those looking to overcome addiction invest a great deal of time and effort in the process
of recovery. They develop a strong desire to change and are steeped in an
atmosphere of growth and learning. It is not uncommon to spend 5 to 10 hours per
week attending Twelve Step meetings, working with a sponsor, and in supporting activity.
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It is also important to understand the breadth of the recovery community. Due to the
worldwide familiarity of Alcoholics Anonymous, most people associate recovery with
alcoholism; the AA community alone includes millions of people worldwide. In addition,
hundreds of other groups have expanded the use of the Twelve Steps into arenas such as
drug abuse, counseling for families of those with addictions, emotional problems, anger
management, over eating, gambling, and other areas. The very concept of “twelve steps”
has become commonly used terminology for any form of self-help discipline.
Once engaged in recovery, the level of motivation of those involved normally remains
high. They may become passionate devotees and evangelists of the principles of recovery
including the Twelve Steps. Often, recovery becomes their life style. Most of them soon
come to recognize the usefulness and value of applying principles from the Twelve Steps
in non-recovery areas of life. Their level of interest often remains high for many years,
and they continue as enthusiastic supporters of these concepts with other people.
Spiritual Growth
There is a relatively wide variation in the level of motivation of those interested in
spiritual matters. Some have only casual interest, but many have sincere, deep, and
enduring motivation. Often they see their spiritual views and faith as the most important
aspects of their life. They are motivated to delve more deeply into spiritual matters, and
many spend a significant amount of time reading spiritual material.
This book is targeted at a wide range of the spiritual spectrum. Those of any faith or
level of spiritual maturity should be attracted to and find benefit in these principles.
It is a critical component of the STEPS process that we recognize God as an important
guiding force in our lives. Those of the Christian faith will be more naturally aligned with
how some of the concepts are presented, but those of other faiths will also find the
material to be valid, useful, and interesting.
The author is devoted to the Christian faith, and biblical teachings are foundational
aspects of the material. The significant majority of the book, however, does not attempt
to evangelize, but instead seeks to attract interest through the natural appeal of universal
spiritual values. In the section on “The Rest of the Story” the tone of the book shifts. The
author expresses strong support of the Bible, including both the Old and New Testaments.
The desire in this section is to help people come closer to God and continue their search
for spiritual truth by providing an attractive and compelling view of Christian beliefs.
Readers of all faiths will find this section to be fairly stated, challenging, and interesting.
People focused on spiritual growth, like those in recovery, are often active in their desire
to spread the word about books that may be useful and interesting to others. Church and
other gathering events provide natural times where word of mouth can take place. It is
common for people to buy multiple copies of a spiritual book to give to others as an act
of service or outreach, and this is obviously attractive behavior for a market segment.
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Self Improvement
This is the most diverse of the target groups in their range of interests. Different
individual members of this group may have varying motivations. Some are interested in
enhancing the quality of their life in general. Others may have more specific interest for
help in areas such as finances, marriage, or work. Many have an orientation toward
business, management, and leadership. Anyone interested in life improvement in any of
these areas will find many principles and material in the book that will be valuable to
them. This group is large and growing, and members are often involved in reading and
learning. Although they will be less passionate in their eagerness to spread the word on
new ideas, they are often willing to tell others about a good book they have read.

D. Affinity Groups
Among the key segments of people interested in recovery, spiritual growth, and self
improvement, there are many specific groups which can be targeted for marketing. Most
should have a relatively high level of motivation, and they can be prioritized based on the
expected level of interest and ease in marketing to them. In addition, because the book
will have general appeal across a wide audience, the broad base of general readers should
also be addressed in parallel. All groups would be approached both directly and through
key influencers (e.g. book reviewers and bloggers). There are many key affinity groups:
Tier 1 Affinity Groups
(A) Recovery groups - Establish a strong base of enthusiastic support.
 Readers of recovery books and material - Via book reviews, bloggers, and
organizations and web sites that promote books and authors.
 Twelve Step national or regional organizations (over 200 groups).
 National and regional influencer groups in the recovery community.
 Local recovery groups - Via targeted direct marketing and word of mouth.
 Marketing example: The recovery community is strongly inter-connected and
motivated to share resources to help each other, so the opportunity for viral marketing
is significant. As reviews of STEPS are written, word of the book can spread rapidly.
(B) Spiritual growth groups - Establish a presence and following to build upon over time.
 Readers of spiritual books and material - Via book reviews, bloggers, magazines, and
organizations and web sites that promote books and authors.
 Local churches and ministry headquarters - Via targeted direct marketing.
 Marketing example: The author will send pre-written informative articles (referencing
the book) to appropriate periodicals listed in The Christian Writer’s Market Guide.
(C) Influencer groups for books in general - Create awareness across a broad population.
 The three key market segments touch on such a large percentage of the population
that broad marketing activities should seek to reach as many people as possible.
 Key national book distributors, reviewers, bloggers, and web sites.
 Marketing example: The author will create blog content and solicit opportunities to
guest post on relevant blogs, including sites for general interest readers.
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Tier 2 Affinity Groups
(A) Recovery groups.
 Individual Twelve Step organizations (thousands of local groups in the U.S.).
 Recovery ministries, rehabilitation and prevention programs, clinics, etc.
 Anyone who suspects that they or someone they know has an addiction problem Create general awareness in the recovery community via social media.
 Marketing example: There are over 1100 AA meetings in the Atlanta area each week.
Many of them meet in club houses which have bulletin boards for helpful resources.
(B) Spiritual growth groups.
 National or regional groups that promote learning programs and book studies.
 Selected ministries and parachurch organizations with significant influence.
 Large Christian groups and churches - Via email contact.
 Marketing example: The author is an accomplished speaker and is willing to speak to
church groups on subjects such as “Spiritual Lessons from the Twelve Steps.”
(C) Self improvement groups.
 Selected authors and speakers - Seek individual endorsements.
 Readers of self improvement books and material - Via book reviews, organizations,
bloggers, and web sites that promote books and authors.
 Readers of books on life planning, finances, marriage, and work and career - Pursue
acknowledgments and recommendations from specific influencers in these areas.
 Marketing example: The author will pursue opportunities for marketing collaboration
with key book authors and blog writers with similar interests.

E. Competition
There are thousands of books on the market in the areas of recovery, spiritual growth, and
self improvement, but no known specific competition with the characteristics of STEPS.
A unique advantage of this book is its holistic, yet practical, approach for integrating life
improvement principles of all these areas into understandable, easy-to-use techniques and
examples. One can observe generalizations of books from these three segments:
Recovery
Recovery and Twelve Step books tend to stay confined to the arena of addiction. Even
though the Twelve Steps can be applied to many areas, almost no recovery books are
written to reach readers outside the world of addiction. A key objective of STEPS is to
make the wisdom and value of the Twelve Steps known to a wider audience.
Example of a popular book on recovery:
Codependent No More: How to Stop Controlling Others and Start Caring For Yourself
Melody Beattie; Hazelden; over 8 million sold
The tone of this book is focused on mental health and significant emotional problems,
and the text is couched in psychological terms. The content seems positioned for therapy
sessions or Twelve Step meetings. Problems are described in detail, but many of the
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solutions are left at somewhat of a high level such as “Don’t take things personally.” The
book is excellent for people with emotional problems in the area of codependency, but
likely not suited for those interested in a broader set of day-to-day issues.
Spiritual Growth
Spiritual books are often limited in breadth. Most are targeted toward a particular
religious group, and they seem to be written for people who are already well versed in
religious jargon. Many come across as theory rather than practice, and few are written in
a practical how-to style showing specific steps to take on a daily basis.
Example of a popular book on spiritual growth:
Your Best Life Now: 7 Steps to Living At Your Full Potential
Joel Osteen; FaithWords; New York Times Bestseller with over 4 million sold
The book features great expanses of somewhat utopian visions laid out for readers to
consider, but it is often hard to tell how we are supposed to get there from here. The
reader is instructed to “Choose to be happy” and “Envision your success.” But, what do
we do and how do we get started? The focus is on attitudes and theories rather than
specific actions, practical techniques, or examples. The premise is achieving peace and
prosperity through blind faith alone, but little supporting advice is given for how to get
through a normal day or handle real-life problems.
Self Improvement
Self improvement books are varied and eclectic. Many offer high level advice without
detailed how-to guidance. Few draw on wisdom from the spiritual or recovery arenas.
This is ironic, since a reference to “twelve steps” has assumed widespread use in how-to
jargon. These do-it-yourself books lack the depth needed to drive true life transformation.
Example of a popular book on self improvement:
Awaken the Giant Within: How to Take Immediate Control of Your Mental, Emotional,
Physical and Financial Destiny!
Anthony Robbins; Free Press; #1 National Bestseller with over 1 million sold
Even though the book is over 500 pages long, it is hard to describe exactly what it is
about and, at times, it seems to be about virtually everything. In some areas, it is rambling,
complex, or vague. That said, there is interesting and valuable material scattered in the
text. God does not play a significant role in this testimonial to personal assertiveness. The
book implies that anyone can transform themselves through sheer will power or force of
personality. This might work for Tony Robbins, but does it work for others?
STEPS is clearly differentiated versus other books in its approach:
 Apply the Twelve Steps to day-to-day living beyond the scope of recovery.
 Focus on practical how-to concepts and techniques anyone can use.
 Combine spiritual and self improvement concepts with those of recovery.
 Deliver life-transforming results reached through practical daily steps.
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This differentiation will make this a valuable book to a large number of people. The goal
is for STEPS to become a widely known life improvement book that will earn headlines
such as: “If you only read one non-fiction book this year, this should be it!”

F. Marketing Approach
Because this effort is a personal ministry, the author is committed to a program that could
span decades and involve many follow-on marketing projects and future products. The
platform will be built around both an overall market category and a specific brand:
 Market Category:
Life Improvement
 Brand Name:
STEPS: A Daily Journey to a Better Life
 Brand Description:
A book, a blog, a new way of living
 Website/blog:
LifeImprovementSteps.com
 Tagline:
“How anyone can use the world’s most famous (and
misunderstood) life improvement program”
The Platform (for the Market Category of Life Improvement)
The potential platform that can be achieved in the market category of Life Improvement
is substantial due to many reasons:
 Content - The material is timeless, universal, and useful to almost anyone. STEPS is a
new and interesting brand, yet is based on proven principles. The life-improving
nature of the content will encourage social media viral marketing and word of mouth.
 Market - If only one person in each Twelve Step meeting in the U.S. is reached, that
is well over 40,000 people. If but one person in every ten churches is reached, that is
over 35,000 people. If just one self improvement author sponsors the book on a blog
or in an article, the reach grows even more.
 Marketing and Author - The author is a recognized and experienced Marketing and
Sales professional and has a deep and long-term commitment to this effort.
The STEPS Brand
The STEPS are not (primarily) a process for recovery nor is STEPS a recovery book.
Externally, however, the brand will have an association with recovery, especially in the
initial marketing phases. After all, the STEPS process is built on the Twelve Steps, which
are recognized as a process to escape addiction, and the recovery community will be a
key target market. But the goal is to show that community how the STEPS can help them
in other parts of their lives, not serve as yet another recovery book. Instead, Life
Improvement will be the overall market category that will be pursued over the long term.
The STEPS brand will be holistic in nature. It will be focused on using spiritual and
practical approaches to improve people’s lives and help them move closer to God. As
book reviews, word of mouth, and ongoing marketing take place, it is intended that the
brand will come to be associated with certain attributes which are defined below.
The STEPS process is meant to engage the heart, soul, strength, and mind of people who
want to improve their lives. It is through such a holistic approach that people will realize
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true life transformation. Certain principles will be maintained throughout all STEPS
material as a consistent brand identity that is subtle, yet identifiable:
 Reach the heart.
o Purpose - Engage people in a process of growth and discovery.
o Characteristics - Gentle, humble, encouraging, helpful.
o Content focus - Principles of recovery.
 Touch the soul.
o Purpose - Inspire people to grow closer to God.
o Characteristics - Aspiring, optimistic, hopeful.
o Content focus - Timeless spiritual wisdom.
 Provide strength to change.
o Purpose - Enhance people’s willingness to change.
o Characteristics - Useful, achievable, challenging, disciplined.
o Content focus - Self improvement guidance.
 Employ the mind.
o Purpose - Help people implement change day to day.
o Characteristics - Logical, reasonable, actionable.
o Content focus - Practical how-to advice.
Marketing Goals
The primary goals of the book and related marketing and ministry efforts are to help
people improve their lives and grow closer to God. There are other goals of the project:
 Sell as many books as possible to best meet the ministry goals above.
 Encourage and enable readers to share the book with other people.
 Provide financial return to fund marketing expansion and additional books.
 Present a truthful and attractive view of the Christian faith.

G. Marketing Plan
The author is committed to invest the time and resources needed to execute a long-term
marketing plan because this project is a lifelong personal ministry, not merely a book.
Several areas of marketing will receive significant focus:
1. Establish the brand and platform: Create awareness and recognition of the STEPS
book and brand in the context of life improvement.
2. Leverage digital marketing and social media: Establish a long-term internet-based
marketing process and platform to grow the brand, sell books, and serve other people.
3. Pursue other promotional projects: Execute creative, effective promotional campaigns.
4. Deliver additional products: Develop complementary follow-on projects to drive sales.
The related Business Plan includes the Purpose, Vision, Principles, Mission, and Goals.
1. Establish the Brand and Platform
The author will execute an integrated plan to establish the STEPS brand and platform:
 Acquire endorsements for the book. Grow the number of endorsements over time for
use with the web site and other marketing vehicles and to highlight new products.
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Execute the book launch.
 Create and distribute a press release.
 Create launch-ready web and blog content.
 Manage an email campaign leveraging launch themes and content.
 Conduct a virtual book tour and solicit radio and periodical interviews (ongoing).
Create a sustaining platform to fuel growth through an integrated marketing strategy
united around a common brand identity.
Investigate and pursue marketing partnerships with authors and bloggers who are
prominent in the fields of recovery, spiritual growth, and self improvement.
Expand the platform and grow the brand by conducting research for future products.
 Utilize the blog and electronic focus groups to test and prioritize new book ideas.
 Conduct pre-launch marketing with readers and blog followers for new products.

2. Leverage Digital Marketing and Social Media
There will be a strategic focus on the use of effective digital and social media techniques:
 Build a digital platform to attract and retain followers.
 Establish the web site and related Facebook presence (later).
o Summarize the STEPS process and how-to guidance on the web site.
o Describe the STEPS book and related material available for purchase.
 Develop the blog, including the content calendar, to grow the audience.
 Build an email list by collecting addresses of visitors to the website.
o Offer promotions of free material in exchange for email addresses.
 Publish Search Engine Optimized digital content, a natural fit for STEPS material.
 Words associated with common issues people face day-to-day, such as anxiety
and self-esteem, receive tens of thousands of searches per week.
 The same is true for search words related to daily activities in areas such as
marriage, money, and time management which are featured in STEPS chapters.
 Reach key affinity groups with organized email marketing programs.
 Seek support from recovery organizations, centers, and groups.
 Send targeted emails following up on Christian web and social media tactics.
 Distribute books to solicit listings on self-improvement reading lists.
 Seek endorsements and support from authors and experts in each area.
 Encourage viral marketing of material through email and social media.
 The content and audience for STEPS are well suited for viral marketing due to the
wide-spread interest, passion, and “desire-to-share” aspects of the material.
 Create short descriptions of the book (with a link to the website/blog) that can be
forwarded to someone’s email distribution list or posted on social media sites.
 Create short videos of people sharing ideas for how they use the Twelve Steps.
 Actively guest post on key blog sites by offering relevant, free content to bloggers.
3. Pursue Other Promotional Projects
The author will investigate, prioritize, and execute promotional projects:
 Produce a STEPS business card with a key line and quote from the book and the
LifeImprovementSteps.com address. Distribute cards to acquaintances and request
that each give them to ten friends. Distribute cards at speaking events and meetings.
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Produce a bulletin board flyer that can be posted on the premises of Twelve Step
meetings and churches and include the LifeImprovementSteps.com address.
Send review copies of the book to online book reviewers to increase exposure.
Solicit opportunities for speaking engagements on the STEPS process. This could
include Twelve Step regional events, which often have hundreds of attendees and are
eager for relevant speakers, as well as gatherings sponsored by churches.
Create modular content and easy-to-publish articles for magazines, newspapers, and
websites and solicit exposure in as many outlets as possible.
Pursue radio interviews by sending suggested topics and scripts to stations.
Produce a short Infomercial for use on web sites, blogs, and social media channels.
Collect short audio/video stories from people sharing one aspect of how they use the
Twelve Steps on a daily basis. Post these stories on the website/blog.
Use the website, blog, and STEPS Stories to create an ongoing “virtual recovery
meeting” where people can find ideas for how to use the Twelve Steps in daily life.

4. Deliver Additional Products
There are many other complementary products that could be developed:
 Blog - The author will maintain a web site and blog to market the book and reach
more people in order to help them improve their lives and grow closer to God.
 Presentation format - The author is an experienced public speaker and will create
presentation material in order to participate in speaking engagements.
 eBook - This is an easy product to produce that is cited here because it would create
the opportunity for a number of additional, creative marketing approaches.
 Revised Edition - Create a moderately edited version based on initial feedback from
the marketplace. Enhance the book with additional stories and endorsements.
 Short versions - The manuscript contains much usable, modular material that could
be packaged in shorter and more consumable forms, including as a gift book.
 Deeper follow-up versions - Many chapters in the book could be expanded to go into
more detail in that area and include additional stories, anecdotes, and examples.
 Study guide - Publish a companion manual to help groups explore the material in the
book in an interactive manner to learn how to apply STEPS principles to their lives.
 Audio book - The author is experienced in recording marketing material and can be
the speaker for an audio version of any of the book variations.
 Training modules - Create fee-based audio or video education modules.
 “STEPS Stories” - The plan is to build a long-term platform and process to solicit
and collect personal stories and anecdotes from readers and package them into books.
A goal of the STEPS marketing plan is to build a repeatable model for collecting content
from readers for future books, modeled after the highly successful Chicken Soup series.
 Create vehicles for readers to submit content for use in future books, e.g. “how I use
the Twelve Steps,” “what works for me,” and “my personal story.”
 Develop a process and infrastructure to solicit, capture, organize, and edit the stories.
 Create a series of products to roll out over time packaging these stories and anecdotes.
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III. The Author
A. Background
The author has a number of strong attributes that will enhance the success of the book:
 Significant, deep personal and family understanding of the field of recovery.
 Family members have experience with multiple formal recovery programs.
 Significant experience with the Twelve Steps in a number of environments.
 Committed and active spiritual involvement for over fifteen years.
 Led, taught, and participated in a number of ministries, classes, and projects.
 Participated in a year-long development program for Christian business leaders.
 Broad knowledge of self improvement material in a personal and business context.
 Read and studied tens of books on various aspects of self improvement.
 More than thirty years of experience in marketing, sales, and business management.
 Worldwide responsibility for integrated end-to-end marketing initiatives.
 Sales and sales management across a range of customer environments.
 Strategic planning and project management.
 Accomplished public speaker for business, community, and church audiences with
experience recording audio promotional marketing material.
 Passion and perseverance for utilizing the book as a ministry to help people improve
their lives and grow closer to God through spiritual and recovery principles.

B. Initial Endorsements
A number of positive endorsements were initially received for the book:
“Do you want more peace, joy, and purpose in your life? Many books provide
inspirational stories, but have little practical value. In STEPS, Steve Ward has written a
book that can change lives. Based on his own soul-wrenching experiences, he gives
practical advice that can help families not only survive, but thrive, through tough times.
As a senior business executive, I have seen the difference in people who can demonstrate
resilience in challenging circumstances. Ward's book will make you a more resilient
person and help you achieve your highest potential.”
—Brad Rex
President and CEO, Foundation Partners Group
Former Leader of Disney's Epcot Theme Park
"I have the privilege of contributing to the transformation of world class business,
community, and spiritual leaders, and Steve Ward brings his own passion for
transformation to all those areas. He wants to make a difference and has the insight,
dedication, and proven methodology to do so. Steve brings forth a new voice and an
exciting message to convey practical, yet powerful, concepts that could transform your
life."
—Steven S. French
President, Lifework Leadership, Inc.
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"Life is tough and no one is exempt. Sometimes the hardest part of finding our way
through tough times is knowing where to get help. Out of the crucible of his own tough
circumstances, Steve Ward has helped chart a path for recovery by drawing on his own
experiences laid out in his book, STEPS. These are not steps on a level path, but steps that
ascend with each new discovery."
—Larry Kreider
President & CEO, The Gathering
"In STEPS, Steve reminds us we are on a journey. But do we truly want a better life? His
challenges, reflected in his own journey, provide a map to lead you from denial toward
the ability to give back to others. Now, are YOU ready to begin?"
—Kipper Tabb
Pastor and Celebrate Recovery Leader, Perimeter Church
“We're all in recovery to some degree. That's life. Chances are you've heard about the
Twelve Step program, but have you ever examined what those steps are really about?
One chapter at a time in STEPS, Steve Ward's sobering personal account, invites the
reader to put one foot in front of the other to take the next right step in order to gain a
more whole and joyous life.”
—Kevin W. McCarthy
Author, The On-Purpose Person
“The Twelve Step Program is part of how we turn lives around at MARR and give people
their best chance at a lasting recovery. In my 30-plus years of working with people every
day, I have seen how powerful this approach is for all aspects of healthy living, not just
for addiction. If you want to become more productive, happy, and satisfied and find more
peace and purpose in your life, the Twelve Steps can help you get there."
—Doug Brush
Director of Men's Recovery Program (former CEO), MARR
“Steve has found the formula to present the wisdom of the Twelve Steps in a way that is
truly applicable to everyone. The STEPS process goes beyond addiction, helping us deal
with all our everyday challenges and opportunities. This book is a model for living a
productive and happy life.”
—Jeff Sutton
Chief Operating Officer, To Your Health Sprouted Flour Company
"I've been around Steve Ward regularly for quite some time, and it has been fascinating
to get to know such an inspiring person on a personal basis. His faith, love, and
commitment to his family through difficult times come through strongly in the stories in
this book. It is a must read for people who are looking for answers and willing to give
faith a try. The practical applications throughout the book are fantastic, and I would
recommend it to anyone!"
—Tim Douds
Men's group friend
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“I have known Steve Ward for over 15 years and two words characterize him perfectly:
Honesty and Focus. As a teacher, father, friend, and businessman, Steve gives you Steve,
warts and all, and all the while he’s focused on being the man God wants him to be.”
—Troy Schmidt
Pastor, Author, and Producer of “The American Bible Challenge”
"One misconception people often have about the Twelve Steps is thinking they are only
useful for the chemically addicted. In reality, these principles are appropriate for any
person. I'm grateful to Steve Ward for taking on this mistaken belief and bringing these
principles to the broader public, helping us all see the inherent power in the Steps."
—Bob Carter
Pastor and Family Recovery Counselor, Perimeter Church

C. Qualifications to Write this Book
The primary purposes of STEPS are to help people improve their lives and grow closer to
God. Steve Ward has dedicated himself to a long-term personal ministry to communicate
the life-changing principles captured in this book to as many people as possible to help
them achieve those goals. He has many relevant qualifications:
Life Experience
Steve’s family’s journey over the last decade included a series of deep trials. They faced
battles with depression, alcoholism, and drug abuse. Additional stress came from the
death of parents, job change, and job loss. Steve and his wife dealt with financial
problems and marriage issues along the way. But through those challenging experiences,
they now feel their lives have been deeply blessed. As seems to often be the case, God
does some of His most profound work as people go through their deepest trials. Through
these traumatic events, Ward acquired deep experience with the concepts outlined in this
book, and he has seen those principles at work in their own lives.
Recovery Experience
Ward acquired broad and deep knowledge and understanding of addiction and recovery
through direct family experience.
 Steve struggled with a growing alcohol problem for many years. Although he was
able to maintain a functional life style, his social drinking became an addiction. It was
through the spiritual and recovery principles in this book that he was able to stop
drinking a number of years ago, and he remains victorious over this addiction today.
 Steve’s wife battled alcoholism for several years. A period of clinical depression led
to a dark period in her life where alcohol was the dominating force in her daily
existence. Through these same recovery and spiritual principles, she was also able to
stop drinking years ago. She too remains victorious over her issues with alcohol.
 Ward’s older son suffered from drug and alcohol abuse starting in early high school.
He came out of school to go into a residential drug rehab program for two months and
worked with multiple counselors. They went through outpatient therapy as a family.
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Their son attended over 150 Twelve Step meetings and was in another residential
alcohol program for almost a year. He is now doing well with his recovery.
Recovery Training
Throughout this period, Ward acquired a great deal of knowledge about recovery and
related spiritual disciplines as his family was involved in many forms of professional and
lay treatment, counseling, and education.
 Steve spent hundreds of hours studying addiction and related issues and read a host of
books and related material. His family learned from in-patient and out-patient
treatment, professional and church counseling, and AA and family addiction meetings.
Along the way, he learned of the incredible spiritual power in the Twelve Steps and
embarked on a personal effort to study how those steps could be put to use.
 Ward’s wife had trials that also transitioned into a period of blessing. Over the last
few years, she has attended over 1200 AA meetings. She has personally sponsored
over fifteen other women and helped organize a class for potential sponsors. She
serves as a member of the board of her local AA organization. Her life’s mission has
become to help other women who suffer from alcoholism move toward recovery.
Spiritual Growth
In the last fifteen years, Ward has devoted himself to extensive religious study and
attended hundreds of hours of spiritual training. These included studies on a spiritual
approach to finances, marriage, raising kids, work, and other areas. Steve studied the
Bible extensively. He went through a unique, nine-month spiritual training program for
business and community leaders. He participated in discipleship groups and attended
numerous church classes on various aspects of the Christian faith. Steve led multiple
church groups, taught adult and teenage church classes, and managed or participated in
significant organized ministry projects to help the under-privileged.
Self Improvement
Having been in the business world for over 30 years, Ward has benefitted from formal
and informal training in management and motivation. He was trained and has worked in
the area of business transformation. Steve read dozens of self improvement books by the
world’s best authors in the genre. This practical knowledge helped shape many of the
how-to approaches included in the STEPS material.
Summary
An unbiased study of the life-transforming power of recovery and spirituality will show
that it is through these areas that true life change occurs. Millions of lives have been
turned around, even saved. In addition, the more secular disciplines of self improvement
have also helped countless people make positive changes. Steve Ward has experience,
training, and understanding in all of these areas, and he demonstrates the ability to bring
those worlds together in STEPS. Over the years, Steve observed how people were able to
improve their lives. He saw it happen with friends dealing with tough issues and with
others they met along their journey. Most importantly, he lived through it himself, and he
saw firsthand how transformation occurred with him and his family.
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D. Personal Marketing
The author is committed to support a multi-year marketing effort. Because the ministry
impact of the book is increased based on the number of people who read it, the author has
a strong desire to maximize the volume of sales. Over time, he will conduct related
speaking engagements, drive a wider array of marketing tactics, and create new products.
The author will execute many activities in conjunction with publishing the book:
 Implement the marketing plan as shown in this document.
 Pursue endorsements and positive book reviews.
 Conduct interviews with reviewers, bloggers, and radio and television stations.
 Participate in speaking engagements to promote the material and the book.
 Build and maintain a web and digital platform, including authoring a blog, in order to
attract followers, grow sales, and help people improve their lives.
 Create an ongoing series of related spin-off products and additional books.
 Hire additional resources to ramp up marketing efforts when possible.
 Pursue the project full-time if it becomes financially viable to do so.
The author is skilled, experienced, and willing to conduct appropriate marketing projects:
 Based on over 25 years in Marketing, Sales, and Project Management, the author has
the expertise for planning and managing an integrated marketing plan.
 Based on 15 years in Sales, he is well qualified calling on groups and individuals who
may play a role in promoting the book.
 Quickly adapting and packaging book content for use in future products.
 Creating marketing material for websites, blogs, press content, brochures, and videos.
 Conducting or participating in interviews and speaking engagements.
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IV. Chapter by Chapter Synopsis
Introduction
The book opens with an Introduction which provides a behind-the-scenes view on what
the book is about and how it came to be written. The birth of the STEPS process from the
Twelve Steps is described, including how different this program is compared to other
approaches for life improvement. The reader is introduced to the life-changing challenges
faced by the author and his family over a period of years. These personal stories continue
in later chapters, showing how this family’s journey brings to life key ideas in the book.

Section I. What Is This Book and Why Should You Read It?
This section provides an overview of the book, a description of the STEPS process, and a
summary of the positive results one can obtain by following these principles. Many of the
major themes and concepts are previewed as an introduction to the rest of the book.
Chapter 1 - Taking the First Step
This chapter describes how insight from the Twelve Steps is combined with spiritual and
self improvement principles to create a practical guide for living each day effectively and
happily. The value of the process is shown along with a preview of the rest of the book.
Chapter 2 - Overview of the STEPS Process
The STEPS process and the guiding principles behind it are presented, including how the
steps of Surrender, Transformation, Empathy, Progress, and Service relate to the original
Twelve Steps. The rest of the book goes on to explain how to put the STEPS into practice.

Section II. A Daily Journey: Five STEPS to a Better Life
This section outlines the five STEPS as an easy-to-understand process for adding peace,
joy, and purpose to our lives. We discuss what needs to change to improve our lives and
share clear guidance for how to take positive steps forward day by day. We see that the
STEPS work together, but also provide flexible techniques that can be used individually.
Chapter 3 - Surrender: Seeking Direction and Making Good Choices
This chapter introduces readers to how to apply principles from the Twelve Steps to daily
life. We see our journey as a series of decisions we make every day. Each of those
choices takes us closer to God or further away; each moves us toward peace, joy, and
purpose or takes us in another direction. Our goal is to move forward one step at a time.
Chapter 4 - Transformation: Changing Our Life by Changing Our Self
Through self-examination and admission of our mistakes, we hand our guilt to God and
build a foundation for power and personal transformation. By truly understanding
ourselves, we develop the character to establish a positive future that is achievable and
sustainable. As we move forward, our goal each day is progress, not perfection.
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Chapter 5 - Empathy: Becoming the Person We Are Meant to Be
The step entitled Empathy helps us resolve issues and improve relationships with other
people. We discover a gentle process for making amends with others in the spirit of
forgiveness. By treating others the way we want them to treat us, we build positive and
productive relationships, learning to live each day in greater peace and enjoyment.
Chapter 6 - Progress: Achieving Satisfaction Through Good Daily Habits
The step on Progress helps us establish habits to keep us focused on the right things each
day. Building a focus on prayer and meditation into our lives helps us make good
decisions and maintain a positive attitude. We become better able to enjoy the key
moments in life we encounter each day while making steady progress toward our goals.
Chapter 7 - Service: Discovering Purpose and Meaning in Life
All of us are searching for meaning in our lives. The last of the STEPS encourages us to
reach beyond ourselves to become a positive influence on other people. We learn we can
derive great satisfaction by serving others and making a difference in their lives. We
discover our true purpose and move toward a life with less regrets and more significance.

Section III. Applying the STEPS in Real Life Situations
This section outlines how the STEPS can be applied in seven scenarios most of us face in
life related to work, family, managing money, dealing with tough times, and other areas.
Each chapter provides additional how-to guidance and examples for these situations.
Chapter 8 - Finding Peace and Purpose Day to Day
Ideas and techniques from the STEPS process are designed to be used in situations we
face on a daily basis. Each person and set of circumstances are different, and the STEPS
provide flexible guidance to help make effective choices one at a time. By making good
decisions, we achieve greater serenity and feel better about where we are going in life.
Chapter 9 - Establishing an Effective Life Plan
Building a life plan is easy enough to understand as a concept; the problem is that few
people actually do it. The STEPS process provides a useful framework to help us
establish direction in our life and build plans to lead us toward long-term satisfaction.
Chapter 10 - Managing Money Wisely
In this chapter, we see how the STEPS process can be applied to our personal finances.
We find out how God views money, and we uncover spiritual principles for dealing with
it wisely. Learning to handle money effectively will lessen the worry many of us face in
this area of our life and inspire us to make better use of our financial resources.
Chapter 11 - Navigating Marriage and Parenting
We examine here how the STEPS process can help us address those relationships most
important to us, our family. We see how love and commitment are decisions we choose
to make. Effective communication becomes paramount as we learn positive relationship
behaviors and move toward long-term contentment and happiness within the family.
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Chapter 12 - Achieving Success and Satisfaction at Work
Principles that improve our overall life can help us in the work environment as well. In
this chapter, we see how understanding our strengths and weaknesses across all of the
STEPS will help us perform more effectively at work. The objective is to maximize our
satisfaction with our job in order to enjoy each day and perform at our best.
Chapter 13 - Dealing with Tough Times and Recovery
All of us suffer from habits we know we should change, but have a hard time doing so.
We all have issues; the STEPS outline methods to help address them in a positive manner.
This chapter helps us deal with problems, trials, and addictions we face in life and shows
how the spiritual wisdom in the Twelve Steps can give us the strength to go on.
Chapter 14 - Charting a Personal Path for Spiritual Growth
All of us have questions about how we should relate to God. This chapter summarizes the
spiritual significance of what we accomplish in each of the STEPS. We come to
appreciate the wonderful truth that having an active, positive relationship with a loving
God will help us achieve peace and joy in ways we could not previously imagine.

Section IV. The Rest of the Story
This book applies to anyone at any point on their spiritual journey. It is based on the
belief that having a healthy relationship with God is critical to a life of peace, joy, and
purpose. This section discusses the author’s personal search for truth, meaning, and faith.
It offers answers to important questions from a biblical perspective, and the Christian
world view is explained in an engaging manner for clear understanding and evaluation.
Chapter 15 - A Search for Truth
Our world view depends on our understanding of God. As we examine various world
views, it is critical to remain open minded and work to find truth rather than settle for
easy answers. This chapter examines important questions related to God and the Bible
and provides factual answers that anyone should find interesting and useful.
Chapter 16 - A Step of Faith
As people move along their spiritual journey, they often reach a point where they are not
sure which way to go. This chapter shows how Jesus points the way forward and brings
power to the principles in the STEPS process. In an engaging manner, we see how our
life can be enhanced by the concepts of grace, redemption, and love that Jesus embodies.
Chapter 17 - Next Steps
In this wrap-up chapter, key principles are summarized with a plan for putting the STEPS
into use. This life-changing journey of discovery and growth can begin today. The reader
is left with encouragement and suggestions to start making progress one step at a time.
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Discover the “top secret formula” to improve your life starting today!
Would you like to achieve success at work, manage money wisely, handle family issues well, get
through tough times, and be happier every day?
The world’s most famous and effective life improvement program, the Twelve Steps, has been
used successfully for decades by millions of people. Unknown to most others, these steps
provide the best tool ever developed for living in a satisfying and effective manner.
STEPS is a breakthrough book that simplifies this program and provides proven techniques
and examples anyone can use as guidance for everyday situations. Step by step, we learn about
a new way of living that will bring us greater peace, joy, and purpose and improve our lives
one day at a time.
“I have the privilege of contributing to the transformation of world class business, community, and
spiritual leaders, and Steve Ward brings his own passion for transformation to all those areas. Steve
brings forth a new voice and an exciting message to convey practical, yet powerful, concepts that
could transform your life.”
			—Steven S. French 		
			
President, Lifework Leadership, Inc.
“Chances are you’ve heard about the Twelve Step program, but have you ever examined what those
steps are really about? STEPS invites the reader to put one foot in front of the other to take the next
right step in order to gain a more whole and joyous life.”
			—Kevin W. McCarthy
			Author, The On-Purpose Person
“Out of the crucible of his own tough circumstances, Steve Ward has helped chart a path by drawing
on his own experiences as laid out in his book, STEPS.”
			—Larry Kreider
			President & CEO, The Gathering
“I have known Steve Ward for over 15 years and two words characterize him perfectly: Honesty and
Focus. As a teacher, father, friend, and businessman, Steve gives you Steve, warts and all, and all the
while he’s focused on being the man God wants him to be.”
			—Troy Schmidt
			Pastor, Author, and Producer of “The American Bible Challenge”
Steve Ward brings the worlds of self improvement, spiritual growth, and recovery together in STEPS. For
over ten years, Steve studied how people could improve their lives using time-tested spiritual principles.
Most importantly, he lived through it himself, and he saw firsthand how transformation is possible.

